HCA Tech Note 131

What to do if Alexa stops answering device control commands: A self-help guide
A very common question of technical support has to do with a voice assistant not working. Here is a procedure to follow
to check all the parts that could be causing a problem.
First off, if something was working yesterday and now doesn’t, and nothing (you think) changed, then there is either an
outage, or something you don’t know about has changed. It could be a windows update, or some anti-spam or antivirus, or similar application updated.
Remember to check the most obvious things first. It may sound super obvious, but check that the HCA Server application
is running and that you have your design file loaded. It could have failed, or Windows could have updated and rebooted
and the server didn’t start.
As you work though this procedure it is best to remember that there could be something “helpfully” now blocking your
access to the internet for “security” reasons. Always look at firewalls and “anti bad stuff” applications as many times
they are the reason things are not working. Unfortunately, only you can deal with that. HCA technical support can’t help
with those sorts of problems.
Also, it is best to proceed in an orderly fashion. Don’t assume anything. Maybe it is your internet. Maybe your cloud
account subscription ended. Maybe your router lost its settings. Don’t make any assumptions and don’t contact HCA
support until you have tried it all. Remember we can’t know the specifics of your network nor are we network experts.

Step 1: Do you have internet access?
Check that you, in general, have some sort of internet access by starting a browser on any machine on your in-house
network. Browse to a news site or something whose contents changes frequently so you don’t get something out of the
browser cache.

Step 2: Is your HCA Cloud account ok?
Browse to cloud.hcatech.com. Login to your cloud account. If you have forgotten your username or password, support
can help find it if you can tell us what email address you used with the account. Check that the subscription is still active.
If the subscription has expired, you will have to renew. There is a button for that.
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Step 3: Does he HCA Cloud get updates from your server?
While logged into your cloud account, open “Instances” from the menu. Click on the instance name to expand:
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Click on the instance name to expand…
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Lots of useful info on this page and the most important I have highlighted in the red boxes. The two icons that start
connectivity tests are shown in the 1st red box. Their use is explained below.
The external IP address of your home is shown in the 2nd red box. The version of HCA that the cloud last heard from is
shown in the 3rd red box and the date of that last update from the server to the cloud is shown in the final red box. What
it shows should make sense for your installation. That is, do the version and update date seem right?
Step 4a: Can the HCA Cloud connect to your server if it is cloud connected?
If it says “Cloud Connected: Yes” then click on the “cloud” icon to run a connection test. If it fails, then check the HCA
Server. The application status bar should say “Cloud Status: Connected”.

If it doesn’t say “Status: Connected” try restarting the server application. If after a minute, it still doesn’t say
“Connected” then check that the computer running the HCA Server can get to the internet and you don’t have
something blocking that.
Step 4b: Can the HCA Cloud connect to your server if not cloud connected?
If it says “Cloud Connected: No” then click on the “checklist” icon to do the connection test. If it fails, the HCA Cloud
could have the wrong IP address. At the computer running the HCA Server, from the HCA Server menu select “Tools –
HCA Cloud Update” and then try the test again.
Back in the Cloud Account Instances page, check that the IP address it shows is really your external IP address. Start a
browser on some computer and type “What’s my IP address” into a search. Some browsers (Chrome) show it to you.
Others (Bing) shows you links to various sites that when clicked on will show your IP address. What the HCA Cloud
instances page shows – step 3 – should be that same IP address. You can tell the HCA Server to update the cloud. From
the HCA Server menu, select “Tools – HCA Cloud Update”. Then try the connectivity test again.
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The HCA Server tells the cloud about once a day what your IP address is. If yours changes more frequently, then you
should subscribe to a “Dynamic DNS” service (www.dyndns.org is one) and follow its directions for creating an account,
choosing a host name, and installing an application on your computer or settings to change in your router. This is to pass
the IP address on to the dynamic DNS service whenever it changes. Then give that host name you use to HCA in the
“HCA Cloud” ribbon category, “HCA Server <> Cloud” panel, “Configure Connection” button. Then do the “Update
Connection” in the same ribbon panel.

Check the port forwarding in your router to see that the port forward to your server port # (usually 2000) is forwarded
to the internal IP address of your computer running the HCA Server. The computer running the HCA Server could have its
internal network IP address changed. Some routers have what are called “IP Reservations”, “sticky IP”, or “manually
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assigned IP” that provide each device that starts up and connects to the network the same IP address as it got last time.
If the IP address in the port forward is wrong, then investigate this router feature. All routers are different but most
modern ones have this feature. To see the IP address of the computer running the HCA Server application, open a
Windows “Cmd” prompt and type in “ipconfig” from the command line and it will show – someplace in the gibberish –
the IP address.
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The popular ASUS router has a page in the LAN section for the DHCP Server for what they call “manually assigned IP”

Finally, Some routers during a firmware update can lose port forwarding. Keep this in mind. It is just something that
some routers do and there is little we can do about it.
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Step 5: Check connectivity from server to cloud.
Check connectivity the other direction. Step 4 checked from the HCA Cloud to the server. If that works, it is probably ok
the other way - from HCA Server to cloud - but worth checking too. From the HCA Server application menu select “Tools
– HCA Cloud Access Test”. If this fails, try “Tools – HCA Cloud Update” and then the test again.

Step 6: Check Alexa
Once you know that you have connectivity from the HCA Cloud to your server – either by direct or cloud connection –
then check Alexa. The easiest way to do that is to start a browser on a computer – not on a phone or tablet – and go to
alexa.amazon.com. Login with your Amazon account username and password. Click on “Smart Home” in the left menu.
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Check to see if the HCA Skill is enabled. If not, find it – search for “HCA” - and then enable it. During the enabling process
it asks you to login to your HCA cloud account and then allow access. When it completes it will ask if you want to
discover devices. You should do that.
If the skill is already enabled, then click on devices. Scroll to the bottom and do “forget all” then “discover” it should find
all your voice enabled devices. Note that there is a display bug with some browsers and the list of devices doesn’t show
until you change pages and go back to devices.
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If the skill was already enabled and the discovery didn’t work, go to the “Devices” page and scroll to the bottom and
press the “forget all” button, then on the skills page, disable the HCA skill, then find the HCA Skill again, reenable, and
then discover.
Step 7: Check your HCA design to see if you have the devices voice enabled that you think you do
If Alexa discover finds no devices, then check that you really have devices voice enabled. In the “HCA Cloud” ribbon
category, the “External Assistants” button opens a tool that shows all devices and programs that could be voice enabled.
Make sure there are some.
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Step 8: Check the discovery process is discovering from the server you think it is
On the server computer select from the HCA Server application menu “Tools – Remote access viewer”. Leave this
window open when you do the “discover” from the Alexa page again. Something should appear in that window as part
of the discovery like the image below.
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If nothing appears, then make sure you are running what you think you are by starting HCA as a client, connecting to the
server, and then on the “HCA Cloud” ribbon press the “Link File and Account”. It should say “already linked” and when
you press the “Account info” button it should show the cloud username that you should be using when you link HCA and
Alexa (step 6a).

Step 9. Take a break and wait
There are many parts from your Alexa enabled device to your server, some of which we control and some we don’t. If all
else fails. Wait 24 hours and try again.
##end##
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